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SESSION 4

Acceptance of Negative Emotions 
(Tug of War Technique)

Negative emotions are an inevitable part of life. There will always be times when 

we are sad, stressed, or anxious. It is important to realize that just because we 

are feeling negative emotions, it does not mean that we have to act on them by 

eating.

A way to accept negative emotions is to:

Stop playing “tug-of-war” and “drop the rope”. 

Every time when you want to eat because of certain emotions, think of 

this struggle like a tug-of-war between yourself and the emotions you are 

experiencing. Rather than continuing to pull harder and harder on the rope to 

try and win against these emotions, give up the struggle and just drop the rope. 

While the emotions may not go away, you will no longer waste your time and 

energy trying to rid yourself of them. By dropping the rope, you may realize that 

these emotions are not so bad after all and that you are ok with just sitting with 

them.

This week, when you experience an emotion(s) that makes you want to eat, 

remember to stop playing tug-of-war and “drop the rope” by using the following 

if-then plan:

IF I feel (                          ) and want to eat, THEN I will drop the rope.

      insert emotion
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After you drop the rope, choose to do something other than eating by using the 

following if-then plan:

IF I feel (                        ) and want to eat, THEN I will (                                ) instead.

   insert emotion           insert alternative to eating

Rehearse these if-then plans daily so that they become automatic!

Take a minute to write down your experiences:

What 
emotion was 
I feeling?

Was I able 
to drop the 
rope?

Was I able 
to do my 
alternative to 
eating?

Did this stop 
me from 
eating?

How did 
I feel 
afterward?


